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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which command would correctly start a TSPITR of the USERS
tablespace?
A. recover tablespace users
time '10/06/2008:22:42:00' auxiliary destination
'c:\oracle\auxiliary';
B. recover tablespace users
until time '10/06/2008:22:42:00'
auxiliary destination 'c:\oracle\auxiliary';
C. recover tablespace users
to point-in-time '10/06/2008:22:42:00'
auxiliary destination 'c:\oracle\auxiliary';
D. recover tablespace users
except time '10/06/2008:22:42:00'
auxiliary destination 'c:\oracle\auxiliary';
E. recover tablespace users until time '10/06/2008:22:42:00'
auxiliary 'c:\oracle\auxiliary';

Answer: B
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NEW QUESTION: 3
Although 12-lead testing is the optimal ECG configuration, if
only one lead can be used, which one should it be?
A. Lead II.
B. Lead AVL.
C. Lead V1
D. Lead V5
Answer: D
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